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Abstract: Change detection is an increasingly important research topic in remote sensing application.
Previous studies achieved land cover change detection (LCCD) using bi-temporal remote sensing
images. However, many widely used methods detected change depending on a series of
parameters, and determining parameters is time-consuming. Furthermore, numerous methods
are data-dependent. Therefore, their degree of automation should be improved significantly.
Three techniques, which consist of a semi-automatic change detection system, are proposed for
LCCD to overcome the abovementioned drawbacks. The three techniques are as follows: (1) change
magnitude image (CMI) noise reduction is based on Gaussian filter (GF), which is coupled with OTSU
for reducing CMI noise automatically using an iterative optimization strategy; (2) a method based on
histogram curve fitting is suggested to predict the threshold range for parameter determination; and
(3) a modified region growing algorithm is built for iteratively constructing the final change detection
map. The detection accuracies of the proposed system are investigated through four experiments with
different bi-temporal image scenes. Compared with several widely used change detection methods,
the proposed system can be applied to detect land cover change with high accuracy and flexibility.
This work is an attempt to provide a change detection system that is compatible with remote sensing
images with high and median-low spatial resolution.
Keywords: semi-automatic change detection system; land cover change detection; remote
sensing images
1. Introduction
Land cover change detection (LCCD) plays an increasingly important role in various
practical applications, such as urban land resource management, urban expansion, and damage
assessment [1–10]. With the development of remote sensing techniques, obtaining remote sensing
images over a certain area at different times is convenient. Therefore, the land cover change on earth’s
surface can be detected through bi-temporal remote sensing images [1,11–13].
In recent years, various methods based on remote sensing images, such as image difference [14,15],
image ratio [11], change vector analysis (CVA) [16,17], and principal component analysis-based
change detection methods (CD_PCA_Kmeans) [1], have been developed. In addition, pixel-based
post-classification change detection can provide the “from to” change information compared with the
binary change detection technique [18–22]. Most of these methods only focus on the remote sensing
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images of median-low spatial resolution, although these methods have been applied in practice.
Furthermore, several parameters should be determined for generating a binary change detection map
(BCDM), and parameter determination is experience-dependent and time-consuming [23].
In addition to the abovementioned methods, remote sensing image with high spatial resolution
can be obtained conveniently through satellite or aerial platforms and can capture more ground
details than remote sensing images with median-low spatial resolution. However, the high spatial
resolution does not mean higher classification or change detection accuracy than median-low spatial
resolution images due to the wide intra-class and minimal inter-class variances in the remote sensing
images of high spatial resolution [24,25]. Therefore, the spatial features of high spatial resolution
image, such as the features proposed in Semi_FCM [3], Markov random field [26–28], morphological
profiles [29], and multi-resolution level set (MLS) [2], are considered for change detection to solve the
abovementioned problem. Contextual feature extraction typically depends on various parameters,
such as size, shape, direction [30], and training samples, despite improving the detection performance
and accuracy. Furthermore, the contextual feature extraction algorithm is typically complex, and
designing these algorithms depends considerably on experience [31,32].
In recent years, numerous remote sensing images have been obtained conveniently, and LCCD
based on remote sensing images are increasingly required [33,34]. Numerous methods, such as
hierarchical unsupervised change detection method [35], urban area change detection [36], and
unsupervised change detection based on morphological profiles [13,37], have been developed with
the increase in data availability. However, some methods have been insufficient in terms of practical
application, especially for inexperienced practitioners. Therefore, automatic or semi-automatic
methods should be developed given the increasing requirements of change detection based on
various images.
As mentioned previously, opportunities for improvements in terms of accuracy and usability
of the LCCD system still exist despite exerting considerable efforts to develop the change detection
techniques for remote sensing images. For example, few methods are generally used for change
detection of median-low and high spatial resolution images. However, various detection targets in
remote sensing images have different appropriate observational spatial resolutions [38,39]. Remote
sensing images with various spatial resolutions are required for LCCD. Therefore, a change detection
system with high generality should be developed, indicating suitability for remote sensing images with
high and low-resolution remote sensing images. In addition, the degree of automation for practical
application should be improved.
In this work, we proposed a change detection system with a nearly automatic degree and high
generality. The proposed system consists of three proposed techniques: (1) automatic noise reduction
based on the Gaussian filter (GF); (2) parameter determination assistance with threshold range
prediction (TRP); and (3) a modified change detection region growing algorithm (RGA) for optimizing
the initial change detection result. The proposed system is data-independent and nearly automatic.
Therefore, the proposed system is capable of detecting land cover change semi-automatically and has
a high generality.
We conducted the experiments on four image scenes to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
system. Two images are real multitemporal aerial datasets with a very high resolution (0.5 m per pixel)
for landslide detection. The other two images, captured by Landsat-7 and Landsat-5, are open testing
datasets with a resolution of 30 m per pixel. Further details are presented in the Experimental Section.
This rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed system. Section 3
describes the datasets and experimental comparisons. Section 4 discusses the experiments. Section 5
presents the conclusion.
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2. Method
The two co-registered remote sensing images are X1 = {x1(i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤ j ≤W} and
X2 = {x2(i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤ j ≤W}, where H and W are the height and width of the image,
respectively, that are acquired over the same area at different times t1 and t2. In Figure 1, the
proposed system is composed of three main blocks intended for the following: (1) noise reduction;
(2) parameter determination; and (3) improvement of change detection result. To achieve these goals,
the corresponding approaches are labeled 1©, 2©, and 3© in Figure 1. These approaches are described
in details in subsequent sections.
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Figure 1. Processing chain of the proposed change detection system. 
The preprocessing of bi-temporal images plays an important role in change detection [40–42]. In 
the proposed system, geometry co-registration and radiometric correction are conducted using Erdas 
8.7 software. In addition, image difference, which is one of the most simple and popular methods, is 
adopted to generate the change magnitude image (CMI) [3,43]. Moreover, the change magnitude of 
image difference is defined as d(i, jሻ = ฮݔ௜௝௧భ − ݔ௜௝௧మฮ, where ݔ௜௝௧భ  and ݔ௜௝௧మ  are the gray pixel values 
obtained at times ݐଵ  and ݐଶ , correspondingly, and i and j are the row and column positions, 
respectively. A large value of d(i, jሻ typically indicates that the probability of change at position (i,j) 
is high. Thus, a bright pixel obtained in image difference normally corresponds to a high probability 
of change. However, multitemporal images for change detection are typically different in radiation, 
and the difference is caused by different atmospheric conditions, solar angles, and soil moisture. 
Therefore, obtaining a reliable change magnitude image is necessary. 
 
 
Figure 1. Processing chain of the proposed change detection system.
The preprocessing of bi-temporal images plays an important role in change detection [40–42].
In the proposed system, geometry co-registration and radiometric correction are conducted using Erdas
8.7 software. In addition, image difference, which is one of the most simple and popular methods, is
adopted to generate the change magnitude image (CMI) [3,43]. Moreover, the change magnitude of
image difference is defined as d(i, j) = ‖xt1ij − xt2ij ‖, where xt1ij and xt2ij are the gray pixel values obtained
at times t1 and t2, correspondingly, and i and j are the row and column positions, respectively. A large
value of d(i, j) typically indicates that the probability of change at position (i,j) is high. Thus, a bright
pixel obtained in image difference normally corresponds to a high probability of change. However,
multitemporal images for change detection are typically different in radiation, and the difference is
caused by different atmospheric conditions, solar angles, and soil moisture. Therefore, obtaining a
reliable change magnitude image is necessary.
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2.1. Automatic Noise Reduction Based on GF
As mentioned previously, CMI is usually corrupted by noise and resulted in an unreliable CMI.
In this section, it considers that GF is frequently used to reduce the noise in the original image or
intermediate results, as discussed in previous studies [44–46]. However, the common drawback of
using GF is the requirement for “prior” knowledge about the amount of noise corruption, although
Gaussian-like noise distribution is frequently encountered in acquired data [47]. This knowledge is
valuable for the optimal choice of parameter. However, this information is frequently unavailable in
practical applications. Therefore, an automatic noise reduction approach should be developed. In this
section, an automatic noise reduction approach based on GF and OTSU [48,49] is proposed to further
refine the noise in CMI. The flowchart of this proposed approach is illustrated in Figure 2, and its
principle is explained as follows.
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with updated filtered radius; and (5) this iteration is terminated when the two predicted thresholds are
equal, the optimal filtered radius of GF is determined, and the optimal filtered image (I′d) is generated.
2.2. Threshold Range Prediction (TRP) for Generating the Initial Change Detection Region
Obtaining the change region through binary threshold based on filtered change magnitude
image (FCMI) remains difficult, although the first proposed technique can reduce much noise in CMI.
Furthermore, several previous studies demonstrate that determining a threshold for dividing the CMI
into a BCDM is time-consuming and experience-dependent [23,50–53]. Therefore, the threshold range
should be predicted automatically, especially for inexperienced practitioners. The flowchart of the
second proposed technique is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Flowchart of threshold range prediction (TRP).
In Figure 3, several key points are worth noting: First, curve fitting based on the histogram is
conducted on the filtered image; in this study, moving least squares (MLS) is adopted as the curve
fitting method [54]. MLS is used as a ten-order polynomial function to fit points and describe the
trends of pixel distribution in the proposed TRP. Second, if f(x) is assumed as the curve fitting function,
then S(x) is defined as the slope value function; the value of S(x) can be calculated by the first derivative
of f(x). Finally, a window sliding technique is used to detect the top and bottom points at the curve of
S(x); further details on this technique can be tracked in [55].
Specifically, the schematic of the proposed TRP presented in Figure 4 indicates that the pixels in
FCMI are observed as “changed pixels–uncertain pixels–unchanged pixels”. The noise error induced
by misregistration distributes along the edge between the changed and unchanged areas [56–59];
the “uncertain pixels” distribute between the changed and unchanged areas. However, the difference
between the three kinds of pixels is fuzzy and uncertain in a practical application. The distribution
trend of pixels should be depicted to obtain the threshold range. Therefore, firstly, the distribution
of pixels in FCMI is depicted using a histogram technique, such as in [14]. Then, a simple and
classical curve fitting technique, namely, MLS method, is adopted to smoothen the noise and depict
the distributed trends accurately [54]. Finally, the slope value of the curve fitting line is calculated by
using a derivative, and the bottom and top values related to the threshold range can be captured.
Two examples using the FCMI of Mexico and Sardinia Island (Italy) datasets to illustrate the
performance of the proposed TRP are depicted in Figure 5. The yellow pixels in Figure 5 are within the
predicted range obtained by the proposed technique. The yellow pixels are distributed around the
bright pixels, which indicate a high possibility of change.
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Figure 5. Distribution of pixels that are within the threshold range obtained by the TRP (the yellow
pixels are the uncertain pixels; the value of these uncertain pixels are within the proposed TRP; the
bright pixels are the pixels with high change probability, and the black pixels are the unchanged pixels):
(a) FCMI of Sardinia Island datasets; and (b) FCMI of Mexico datasets.
As discussed in previous studies, threshold determination is performed by using empirical
strategies or manual trial-and-error procedures, which are time-consuming and affect the accuracy
and reliability of change detection [60–62]. Therefore, the threshold range should be predicted for
determining a rational threshold. Compared with several existing threshold decision processes for
change detection [14,26,27,63], the novelty of the proposed TRP is that it can automatically determine
the threshold range for selecting a binary threshold. Moreover, the process of the proposed TRP is
driven by the data itself and is independent of any assumption or prior knowledge.
2.3. Modified RGA for Land Cover Change Detection (LCCD)
Opportunities for improving the detection accuracy and performance still exist, although
threshold range assistance is valuable for selecting a rational threshold for dividing the FCMI into a
BCDM in terms of convenience. Therefore, a modified RGA is proposed in this section as the third
technique in the proposed framework to improve the performance of change detection. The flowchart
of the RGA is presented in Figure 6.
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In BCDM, the spatial change pixels continuously construct a changing area, namely, “initial
growing region (IGR)”, in the proposed system. First, a single changed or unchanged pixel in the
BCDM is observed as a noise pixel that can be removed automatically. To improve the performance
of the BCDM further, the FCMI and BCDM are overlaid together, and the pixels for the FCMI within
an IGR are used to build a corresponding credible interval (CI): [mr − δr, mr + δr], where mr and δr
are the mean value and standard deviation of region r, respectively. The pixels on the boundary of r
are seed pixels, as the green pixels displayed in Figure 7b. Similar gray presents the adjacent change
probability or ground material in Figure 7. If the value of a seed pixel is within the CI, then the pixel
will be marked as “changed”, and this iteration will be terminated until no pixel can be found and
can meet this condition. An example of the proposed RGA is demonstrated in Figure 7 to clarify this
growing procedure.
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3. Experiment
In this section, the proposed system was investigated by four experiments based on four image
scenes depicting the different land cover change events. Three widely used methods, namely,
change detection based on PCA and K-means (CD_PCA_Kmeans) [1], multiresolution level set
change detection (MLS_CD) [2], and a semi-supervised fuzzy cluster means change detection method
(Semi_FCM) [3], were compared with the proposed framework to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed system.
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3.1. Dataset Description
The first dataset: The two images used in our experiments are acquired by using Zeiss RMK TOP
15 Aerial Survey Camera System at a flying height of approximately 2400 m in April 2007 and July
2014. The two RGB 24-bit images describe a landslide event in Hong Kong, as depicted in Figure 8.
The image is 754× 694 pixels with a 0.5 m spatial resolution. The ground truth reference map was
interpreted manually and is displayed in Figure 8d to compare the proposed system with other
methods quantitatively.
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Figure 8. First dataset: Digital Orthophoto Map acquired by an aerial plane in: (a) April 2007;
and (b) July 2014; (c) corresponding change magnitude image (CMI) generated through the difference
method; and (d) reference of the changed area caused by the landslide.
The second dataset: This dataset was captured similar to the first dataset, which also has a spatial
resolution of 0.5 m per pixel. The size of the study area is 750× 950 pixels. The pre- and post-event
images are presented in Figure 9a,b. The ground truth is also interpreted manually and illustrated in
Figure 9d. This area is covered by many kinds of grass and a spot of shrubs and trees. The spectral
heterogeneity of these bi-temporal images is relatively high.
The third dataset: This dataset is open data for change detection evaluation. It is composed of
two 8-bit images acquired by Landsat thematic mapper sensor of the Landsat-7 satellite in Mexico area
in April 2000 and May 2002. From the entire scene, a section of 512× 512 pixels was selected as the
test site. Figure 10a,b depicts the channel 4 images in 2000 and 2002, respectively. Comparing the two
images, fire destroyed a large portion of vegetation in the considered changed region. The reference
change map was obtained manually to obtain a quantitative evaluation, as presented in Figure 10d.
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The fourth dataset: This dataset is composed of two 8-bit images acquired by the Landsat TM
sensor of the Landsat-5 satellite on September 1995 and July 1996. The size of the testing site is
412× 300. pixels, which covers Lake Mulargia on Sardinia Island (Italy). The water level in the lake
varied obviously between the two aforementioned acquisition dates. Figure 11a,b depicts the band
4 images in 1995 and 1996, correspondingly. In addition, the reference map is defined manually
according to the detailed visual analysis based on bi-temporal image comparison.
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3.2. Experimental Setup and Parameter Setting
The first and second experiments were designed to test the effectiveness of the proposed
framework for LCCD using aerial images with high spatial resolution. Therefore, the aerial images
with a 0.5 m resolution were adopted in the two experiments, as depicted in Figure 8a,b and Figure 9a,b.
In the two experiments, the proposed framework was compared with CD_PCA_Kmeans [1],
CD_MLS [2], and Semi_FCM [3]. The optimal parameters of each experiment were obtained by
the trial-and-error method. The parameter details of each approach are provided as follows: (1) in
the CD_PCA_Kmeans approach, two parameters (h× h nonoverlapping blocks and s orthonormal
eigenvectors) were set to h = 6 and s = 5; (2) for the previous CD_MLS approach, the regularization
parameter of the model is µ = 0.1 and L = 2; and (3) the parameter of the Semi_FCM change detection
approach was set to α = 8. The binary threshold of the proposed framework is T = 43 and T = 46 for
the first and second experiments, respectively.
In addition, the adaptability of the proposed framework for remote sensing images with the
median-low resolution was tested in the third and fourth experiments. Two open datasets for change
detection, such as the Mexico and Sardinia Island (Italy) datasets, were used in the two experiments,
as displayed in Figures 10 and 11. For the two previous experiments, the proposed framework was
compared with CD_PCA_Kmeans [1], CD_MLS [2], and Semi_FCM [3]. The parameters of these
approaches were provided in detail as follows: (1) in the CD_PCA_Kmeans approach, two parameters
were set at h = 4 and s = 3; (2) for the CD_MLS approach, the regularization parameter of the model
was µ = 0.1 and L = 2; and (3) the parameter of Semi_FCM change detection approach was set at
α = 8. The parameter of the proposed framework was T = 30 and T = 52 for the third and fourth
experiments, respectively. The ground truth for the two datasets is displayed in Figures 10d and 11d.
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3.3. Results and Quantitative Evaluation
Three quantitative evaluation indices, false alarm (FA), missed alarm (MA), and overall error (OE),
are used for experimental comparisons to evaluate the proposed framework quantitatively [64]. In this
process, UC is the number of changed pixels that are actually unchanged pixels in the CDM when
compared with the ground truth. TRU is the number of pixels that are unchanged when compared
with the ground truth; CU is the unchanged pixels in the CDM but is changed pixels when compared
to the ground truth. TRC is the total number of changed pixels in the ground truth. Therefore,
the equations of FA, MA, and OE can be expressed as FA = UCTRU × 100%, MA = CUTRC × 100%, and
OE = UC+CUTRC+TRU × 100%, respectively.
The first image scene depicted a landslide event in Hong Kong, as illustrated in Figure 8a,b.
Comparison results are depicted in Figure 12, and quantitative comparisons are listed in details in
Table 1. From the comparisons, the proposed framework performed better than CD_PCA_Kmeans [1],
CD_MLS [2], and Semi_FCM [3]. In Table 1, the proposed framework was superior with regards to FA,
MA, and OE compared with the abovementioned methods. This condition revealed that the proposed
framework is feasible and effective for LCCD using remote sensing images with high spatial resolution.
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Table 1. Change Detection Quantitative Evaluation (%) on the First Dataset (more details can be tracked
in Table S1.).
Method False Alarm Missed Alarm Overall Errors
CD_PCA_Kmeans 4.34 12.46 4.76
CD_MLS 7.6 14.55 7.95
Semi_FCM 8.71 9.19 8.73
The proposed 3.29 7.03 3.48
Two aerial images for the second experiment were used for investigating the effectiveness of
the proposed framework, as depicted in Figure 9a,b. From the comparison in Figure 13 and Table 2,
the framework achieved the best accuracy in terms of FA and OE compared with the results of
CD_PCA_Kmeans [1] and CD_MLS [2], although the Semi_FCM [3] obtained the best accuracy in
Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 1112 12 of 20
terms of MA. Overall, the proposed framework was superior to the compared methods in terms of FA
and OE. The proposed framework can achieve CDM accurately with low FA, although it relatively
missed many changed pixels.
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Figure 13. Second dataset: CDMs obtained by: (a) CD_PCA_Kmeans [1]; (b) CD_MLS [2];
(c) Semi_FCM method [3]; and (d) the proposed framework.
Table 2. Cha ge D tection Quantitative Evaluation (%) on the Second Dataset (more details can be
tracked in Table S2.).
Method False Alarm Missed Alarm Overall Errors
CD_PCA_kmeans 2.52 19.47 3.35
CD_MLS 7.48 20.8 8.13
Semi_FCM 8.53 15.16 8.86
The proposed 1.87 17.90 2.66
In the third experiment, the effectiveness of the proposed framework was evaluated by comparing
the different change detection methods for the Mexico datasets, including CD_PCA_Kmeans [1],
CD_MLS [2], and Semi_FCM [3]. The spatial resolution of this dataset was 30 m per pixel.
The comparison results are dep ct d in Figur 14 and Table 3. From the comparison, the proposed
framework obtained superior MA and OE but recorded insufficient FA. However, the proposed
framework can achieve the balance between the three measurements (MA, OE, and FA) and a relatively
satisfactory CDM.
Table 3. Change Detection Quantitative Eva uation (%) on the Mexico Datas t (mo e details can be
tracked in Table S3.).
Method False Alarm Missed Alarm Overall Errors
CD_PCA_Kmeans 0.78 10.3 1.71
CD_MLS 0.58 11.9 1.68
Semi_FCM 0.41 15.0 1.83
The proposed
method 1.08 4.73 1.43
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Figure 14. Mexico dataset: CDMs obtained by: (a) CD_PCA_Kmeans [1]; (b) CD_MLS [2];
(c) Semi_FCM method [3]; and (d) the proposed framework.
The fourth experiment was designed to test the effectiveness and adaptability of the proposed
framework when using the remote sensing images of median-low spatial resolution. The Sardinia
Island datasets with a pixel resolution of 30 m were adopted in this experiment. The comparison results
are presented in Figure 15 and Table 4. The CDM obtained by the proposed framework recorded less
noise and performed better than the CDM of CD_PCA_Kmeans [1], CD_MLS [2], and Semi_FCM [3].
In Table 4, the proposed framework for change detection missed the least pixels, and its total error
is the lowest. The FA of the proposed framework is 1.48%, which is adjacent to the 1.26% obtained
by CD_PCA_Kmeans [1], although the best FA performance was achieved by CD_PCA_Kmeans [1].
Furthermore, the proposed system achieved the best change detection accuracy in terms of MA and
OE for the Sardinia Island dataset.
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Table 4. Change Detection Quantitative Evaluation (%) on the Sardinia Island dataset (more details
can be tracked in Table S4.).
Method False Alarm Missed Alarm Overall Errors
CD_PCA_Kmeans 1.26 14.9 2.1
CD_MLS 2.64 9.83 3.09
Semi_FCM 1.77 9.86 2.27
The proposed 1.48 7.93 1.88
4. Discussion
The proposed framework notably improved the detection accuracy in the performance and
quantitative comparisons of the experiments. Furthermore, the experimental results demonstrated
that: (1) the proposed framework can achieve an enhanced change detection performance with
high accuracies; and (2) the proposed framework is generally suitable for aerial images with high
spatial resolution and satellite images with median-low spatial resolution. The advantages of the
proposed framework indicated considerable potential applications in LCCD using remote sensing
images compared with the widely used methods, such as the related methods in the experiments.
In addition, the parameter setting is more convenient in the proposed framework than in
CD_PCA_PCA [1], CD_MLS [2], and Semi_FCM [3]. One free-parameter is required in the proposed
framework. Furthermore, the second technique of the proposed framework automatically provided
a range for its parameter determination, which is valuable for parameter selection, especially for
an inexperienced practitioner. In Figure 16, the pairwise green line marked the threshold range
predicted by the proposed framework for each experiment. The first minimum and maximum were
captured automatically and referenced to the prediction threshold range. The binary threshold could
be determined easily with the suggested auxiliary range, although the predicted range cannot directly
determine a rational binary threshold for dividing a CMI into a BCDM. Furthermore, the relationship
between detection accuracy and parameters varied within the suggested range, as illustrated in
Figure 17. MA is increased with the increment of parameter (T) in each experiment. By contrast, FA
and OE are decreased with the increment in parameter (T) in each experiment. Furthermore, FA and OE
inclined gradually to the horizontal line with the increment in parameter (T) and the constraints of the
predicted range. This finding is essential for the parameter determination of the proposed framework.
The growth performance of the third proposed technique, namely, RGA, is illustrated in Figure 18
to demonstrate the effectiveness of this method. In Figure 18, the pixels of the growing area were
along the change area and were continuously spatial despite the small size of the growing area.
The quantitative comparison between the results of the second and third techniques (RGA) is presented
in Table 5; this comparison was performed to investigate the advantages of the proposed method.
In Table 5, the detection accuracy was relatively improved in terms of the four experimental datasets
when the proposed RGA is applied to optimize the initial binary change detection result, which was
obtained using the second technique.
Table 5. Quantitative Comparison (%) between the Second and Third Techniques on the Four Datasets.
Dataset
Binary Map Obtained by the Second Technique Binary Map Optimized by the Third Technique
False Alarm Missed Alarm Overall Errors False Alarm Missed Alarm Overall Errors
First Data 3.85 8.40 4.30 3.29 7.03 3.48
Second Data 2.21 20.92 3.10 1.87 17.9 2.66
Mexico 1.12 5.23 2.24 1.08 4.73 1.43
Sardinia Island 1.51 10.20 2.00 1.48 7.93 1.88
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Figure 18. Growth performance based on the third technique (RGA) used to observe the details of the
growth performance: (a) the selected observed range; and (b) the corresponding zoomed in figure.
Blue, white, and black pixels represent the growing area, change region, and background, respectively.
5. Conclusions
In this work, a semi-automatic change detection framework is proposed for LCCD. The proposed
framework consists of three techniques for improving the performance of change detection and
promoting the automation degree for practical applications. The first technique is the automatic noise
reduction based on GF, which aims to reduce the noise in a prepared CMI. Then, the TRP strategy
is proposed as the second technique to improve the automation degree and assist the parameter
determination of the proposed framework. Finally, the modified RGA is suggested as the third
technique for improving the detection accuracy because missing alarm pixels typically distribute
around a change region when a binary threshold is divided from the FCMI into the BCDM.
Four experiments were conducted on four remote sensing image scenes that are related to different
actual land cover change events, including landslides and fire disasters. The experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework and obtained superior detection results
compared with widely used methods, such as CD_PCA_Kmeans [1], CD_MLS [2], and Semi_FCM [3].
The advantages of the proposed framework can be summarized as follows: (1) the proposed framework
is favorable in terms of change detection accuracy and performance; (2) the proposed framework is
suitable for detecting land cover change using the remote sensing images with high and median-low
spatial resolutions based on the experiment results because the detection procedure of the proposed
framework is data-independent; and (3) parameter setting requires minimal tuning because it
only maintains one free parameter. Furthermore, the free parameter can be determined through
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a procedure assisted by a predicted range. Overall, the superiority of the proposed framework
indicates considerable potential applications for LCCD using remote sensing images.
In the future study, an extensive investigation of the proposed system will be conducted on
additional types of remote sensing images, such as unmanned aerial vehicle image with very high
spatial resolution. Theoretically, further investigations conducted through a method with different
sourcing images will enhance the robustness of the method. Furthermore, additional investigation will
broaden the use and applicability of the proposed method.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/9/11/1112/s1,
Table S1: Confusion Matrix and Change Detection Quantitative Evaluation (%) on the First Dataset; Table S2:
Confusion Matrix and Change Detection Quantitative Evaluation (%) on the Second Dataset; Table S3: Confusion
Matrix and Change Detection Quantitative Evaluation (%) on the Mexico Dataset; Table S4: Confusion Matrix and
Change Detection Quantitative Evaluation (%) on the Sardinia Island Dataset.
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